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cerning the healthy economic and military | field in 1880, Harrison in 1888, McKinley | pear George:— £ . civil and civic authorities were yephesented Eee ‘elles vas eS ake 
state of Germany, as reflected by the recent | in 1896. Perhaps you were right in saying that the | by General Baron von Schwerdtner, Major: } ene ee ee it make ee uie 

success of the third War Loan, and the It will again be the hope of the Repub- | Marine Board did not offer sufficient opport- | GeneralPrinceLobkowitz, Colonel Tarnovezky,. | ference whether Ores Brain Agopes. Com 
many victories gained against the Russians, | jican hosts, despite the war munition pros- unity for you. The Chief took me on after | Colonel Zeleny, Count Coudonhove, Count Emery. inllitesy. eg ee mo yes a 

‘ French and English. : perity reflected in Wall street stock quota- | { had shown him my list of Ciub member- | Coronini, President Baron von Wessely, |: Congratulating, the, Continental Simes. on 

The Times adds a rider to the sententious | tions, You cannot get it out of the minds of | ships, and told him who my mother was. | President Cont Schénborn, Burgomaster Dr. |, a eo wore ‘: ‘ 
letter of his Lordship in which it expresses | the people that Republican national control, | te said | should teara some of the details | Jiskra and District Governor von Schlinden. | An American who honors Germany. 

the opinion (of Lord Northcliffe) that the Con- | whatever its shortcomings in other respecis, | of the office, before fe could let me have | buch. | Copenhagen, Oct. 18. W. D: P: Biiss. : 

tinental Times should be stopped reaching | gneljs prosperity. Every Democratic tariff law | full charge. Slow poky place, for have | Cardinal Prince-Bishop Baron vonSkrbensky. | England not for: the: English! , 
readers in England, and hopes that the | cyer enacted has operated in a way to con- | been here three whole days from ten in the | celebrated the funeral service. During the | 7 the Editor. a 

| : Bishop’s warning will be of use. _ | tinue and confirm this feeling. The existing | morning till four in the afternoon, with only | service the bells of all the churches tolled} _! am English, My forefathers fought witty a 

| i Now, whereas the Continental Times is | jaw is no exception. It was getting into full | two hours for lunch, and have not yet been | After the ceremony the general public was.| Cromwell, but England is not for the English ol 
} fully appreciative of the saying, that abuse is | swing against our home industries when the | advanced. sie admitted to enter the chapel. | today. This Government: has sold England: 4 | 

: the best advertisement any paper can have, | war came. You have only to recall the con- They have kept me on the “Naval Register,” Thrilling Story of Escape. ! lock, stock and barrel to.a medley crew of F 

a it must draw the attention of the Right Re- | gitions in this country a year ago to realize | and my duties reo ii the ships off the | A most thrilling story is told in ‘the Nena | °pitalists. a 

: verend George Forrest Browne, Lord Bishop | what was happening. Cessation of war would | jist as they are sunk. It is a rather import- | Wiener Journal by the Austrian arm padheséts | it is hard to go against one’s. Country in i 

| _——_of Bristol, to a few facts. In the first place, | ji the curtain again on our real condition | ant post, for as the,Cief said, it would | Dr Rudolf Strisower who was made a | # time of war, and naturally one becomes 
Meee in his position as Bishop, it is to be assumed | industrially, : | never do to order a s hip to ‘the Dardanelles | “prisoner by the Russians on the: Northern | suspect by others—but England has been 

ie that his Lordship is an advocate of the truth, Republicans for Peace. that had already been ‘sunk. battle fields, and thereupon was. carried off | S4tificed as I said she would be. . | 
2 and the Continental Times, a perfectly neutral Republicans, therefore, have more than Yesterday the chief jwas real rude just be- | to Turkestan. _ ! And I have worked continually for 4 years. oa 

; organ, has but one desire woe ks io teh one reason for praying for peace. They are | cause { had struck two ships off the list] Dr. Strisower says, he and a troop of } 2 England to try and prevent thi8 great d 

; the truth. That America is the “Catspaw” of | confident they can win next year if they can | which are in ar and will be out again | Turkish prisoners were 14 days on the road | ‘astrophe. a 

England, is today the theme of mauy of the get the “empty dinner pail” into the minds | in three months, after slight repairs. It all | to Tashkend. They suffered terribly not only | But the black shadow of Europe has been a 

leading American newspapers, the Washington of-the people instead of the German sub- | comes from reading | the German reports. | from hunger, but also from cold, and least Russia. Her intriguists par excelsis, the : | 

: Post, World, New York American and neatly | vine or the daily bulletin of fifty- yard | They said they had sunk the ships, but it | but not last from innumerable vermin. Empress Maria of Russia, and her little bevy a | 
all the Western newspapers of the United advances on a hundred-yard front, with its | seems that we raised them again. The Ger- With the aid of some friendly. Persians at the Court, have done immense mischief. } 

States. Therefore, if he wishes to be logical, |g eagfut toll of humanity. mans are awful liars, and 1 will never believe | he eventually made good his escape and | Sit Edward Grey, although a most dis- 

his Lordship ought to call for the Sere The record of presidential successions | them again. i safely reached Teheran. There he found the hénest man, ffs been a mere puppet in the 

: oi those American papers. The Continental | 1 4,. out the theory that it is harder to stay | If the Chief is again rude to me, I will | majority of the inhabitants in rebellion against | "ands of these Court diplomats, and of Sir 

Times had, as a autty, ee in the White House than it is to get in. | resign and let the country go to the dogs, | the Russians and English, whom they consider Arthur Nicholson, the Pro-Russian Foreign 

: as existing in America. : Aside from Washington, only seven of our | and will join your house-boat party. What | their oppressors. Olfice Under-Secretary. And we must have 

Again his Lordship, as a champion of e Presidents have managed to reelect themselves. | girls have you along? From Teheran he reached, via Mesopotamia, | them out of office. Yours faithfull 
truth, cannot complain if the Continental | 1. Were Jefferson, Monroe, Jackson, Lincoln, Cordially yours, the city of Bagdad, where he was provided Bee? <] 
Times, as an un-partizan newspaper, pub- | Grant, Cleveland and McKinley. Cleveland, i Clarence. | with a regular Austrian pass-port, and thus | Geneva October 16th —s 

; fished for Americans”, tells the facts a however, did not succeed himself directly. June 12th, 1915. + was enabled safely to reach Vienna via ase Shak ; Ba 

the undoubted success of the es e Eight Second Terms. WV. eee Aleppo and Constantinople. He received an : ees 

[ Central Powers and of the failure of the ; ‘ The Eccentric Club. eas Saree To the Editor. 
ae . It will thus be seen that the single term e » enthusiastic welcome from his friends and es 5 ‘ 

; Allies in their repeated offensive movements. Bs Na ected DEM: Formerly Army & Navy Club, | comerades on his arrival in the Austrian With interest | read the article in No. 41 

; It seems incredible that the Right Reverend plank which Bryan for: : Bisha= London. ; of the Continental Times entitled: ‘The Caudine 

: s : : ; ; cratic platform of 1912 has history to back : p capital. : ; h 

F the Bishop of Bristol should wish the English a For Presidents it also has the merit | Dear George :— ‘ : : Forks.” Almost all litterary men agree, that 

people to be denied the knowledge of the | © 52 os ‘onboard at a railroad | Your wire saying the house-boat parly Motor Service Cracow-Kielce. Shakspr’ of Stratford can on no account be 

; : truth, concerning what is going on at the be eG ia » before tenipting | was all off came just as James was packing ue military authorities at Cracow have | jooked at as the great genius Shake-speare. 

seat of war. Why, the Times itself, in which Pees OP See my bag. { meant to join you, for I handed Pe eae a oe Oe But Baconism also is atandoned by the 
the Bishop’s letter appears, only a oa Several occupants of the White House the Chief my resignation today. He called ia for the reacts ak Mil events, prticipally historians and ei —_ — _ 

E ago came out with a violent article menacing h efused to follow this wise precaution | me the biggest fool under His Majesty’s flag, | . a The incontrovertible evidence, e my : 

the Coalition Goverament for mot telling the | OY jo ffered} thereby, In 1828 John | because the “Indigestible” was still left on intended for the use of military persons and | terious Shakespeare was one of the friends 

: British people the ddth about the war and “ aa oe d it ad time, only | the list. As though anyone with my breed- ofricials: But ein coin tus oe around Essex—the leader of the Stuart parly 

; for concealing the true seriousness of the oe fi ron i FSS Jackson, whom | ing could be a fool! Perfectly absurd! The may be permitted to use this motor service | was brought to light by the famous novellist 
: existing situation from the public, The . hte Os ssi te a 1842 | wire said: “Indigestible” torpedoed. 520 men on payment of 24 crowns for the single ride | \arj Bleibtreu. Those desirous to know more 

: Manchester Guardian, the Daily Mail and hs a Bes paced his own renomina- | drowned. How was i to know from that for each passenger. Military persons pay but | about the “Shakespeare-question” ought to } 

3 Globe have published leaders in ‘the same | Var" gietese os : that the bally ship had sunk? Hesaid I could | © crowns 30 heller for each ride either way. | read the book by K. Bleibtreu: ‘Die Lésung 

" tion, only to go down in defeat _before ly ship ae ; Jewish Hostages. der Shak Frace. Lune: Th. Tholtias 

3 sense. William Henry Harrison, who had been his leave and had better take a position with the Ht hac heconte knGWnIA Viena IR NGET er Shakespeare-lragt pug, Ef. see 

>————- Surely England ought to know 7hé trath lexdingaat in 1836 J army, as they seemed -to be using plenty of | : © Kongo Yours respectfully 

F before it is too late and that can best be ac- | “0nS TY : foots nowadays. ee. information received from Copenhagen that Dr. J. Nussbaumer, 
j complished by every Englishman being daily Double Defeat. T handed in-ae oeat(o), und the-nalion |‘ Wek over 200 jewish inhabitants of k. k. Professor in Linz, Austria, 

: + ‘ jj Chester A. Arthur's efforts in 1884 to oe Galicia, who had been taken by the Russians | ———=——=————————__—————————— 
i supplied with a copy of the Continental : : for himself | Must get on as best it may without my help. CAMPAIGN CRY 1916 

Times, which paper will, in the future as | succeed himself resulted in defeat for himselt | Ti. Chict tried not to look thunderstruck, | *$ hostages, have passed through Moscow on te 
; h t ; 5 in convention and for his party at the polls. their way to Siberia. Among these un- (Senator Borah of Idaho in Leslie's.) 

eretefore, continue to publish the ¢ruth, , ais but he could not foot me.. Mother says we a The in that caminafon oF 1916 will wot 

: without fear or favour, Bishop or no Bishop, | _ It will be recalled that Cleveland in 1888 | oe the family are all high-strung. She fortunate victims of the war are lawyers, cry in paign : 

Times or ho Times failed of reelection, but in 1892 he was all Gen abot rabbis, professors, rich merchants and wealthy | be for more ideas, but for bread; not for 2 

Sree ae returned to the White House over Benjamin | “4 S€ @ Be: ‘ tradesmen from Lemberg and other Galician | more rethoric, but for more soup; and the 
F : : = ; - f . fhim= four { intend offering my Consols for sale termination of the campaign will not be 

The Truth About :There is nothing which | Harrison, who had vanquished him four | 1, ocow, for 1 fear forthe country’s future | WMS. Frarencaae. iced ek 

Zeppelin Raid, the English Censor has | years before. Adams, Van Buren and Ben- | emi~ = 1. bands ‘of such rudemen. You |. New Rector of Vienna University. doubtful when its ame . once = efore : 

more jealously guarded from publication | jamin Harrison were thwarted at the Polls, | ill ‘be wise to follow ie example. The solemn inauguration of the new Rector | the American people, ei ny a poe 

than the results of the visits of the Zeppelin | therefore, by rivals over whom they had Write and tell me how Mrs, C. broke up | of Vienna University, Dr. Adolf Menzel, took fellow wishes today that they were eatables. 

- ait-craft over England. But, at last, a fair | previously triumphed. | Taft in 1912, however, your house-boat party. Your wire was most | Place last Saturday in the Aula of the THE PROPHET. 
realisation of the truth of the extent of the | went down before Woodrow Wilson, who brief, and gave no: défalls, Where are you University, which: at-present secves as. dining “Vea? isd tk -Coland; ‘pelapoully; “t 5 

: damage done on the occasion of the latest | was a newcomer in the presidential arena. going now? 1 am crazy for excitement and | ‘00m for those wounded soldiers who are | am quite confident that the war will be over 
raid, when several airships paid a few Next year is to reveal whether Woodrow el 28 see a game of billiards if you come taken care of on behalf of the members of | by October.” 2 

minutes visit over the British Capital, is} Wilson is to follow the Washington | and feel up to it the University in the University Hospital | “What year?” asked Bildad. 
; given. And it transpires that instead of the | Jackson-Lincoln precedent or =e = Cordially yours, at Vienna. “Ah,” said the Colonel, “That is another 

241 victims officially amounced, the true | Van Buren-Taft precedent. Clafznce Austrian Officers Safe. question.” (Judge) 
count is somewhat about a thousand ca- War May Decide It. June 13th, 1915. : The Neue Wiener Journal has received 2 | meen 

f sualties. At the same time, the material If you keep in mind the fact that Wilson z ssi telegram) = from =Tschidda announcing the | Johann Freyschuss, Dr. Heinrich Hecher, 

f damages, which had been fightly dismissed } won in 1912 because of a divided opposition safe arrival there of the following Austrian | Franz Holik, Ludwig Homann, Lieutnant 

as trifling, amount to several millions “of | and that in 1914 the Democratic party vote, A BOY'S OPINION. and Hungarian officers who had been taken | Josef Bertl, Julius Harlfinger, Josef Schroll ; 

, pounds sterling. Loud and general are the | on any basis, by congressional districts or When there is company at our house and | prisoners by the Russians : Ensigns Josef Czerwenzel and Max Hoch- 

: outcries in England at the manner in which | by States, failed to show an electoral majority, | { have to wait for the second table, 1 wish Colonel Baron von Straub, Lieutenant- | leitner. These officers requested the Journal 

‘ all important news is dickered with and | it is a better guess that President Wilson | they wouldn’t be so thundering slow about | Colonel Karl Hoffermann, Captain Erwin | to publish their telegramme in order that 

| doctored. No wonder the British public is | will not be reelected than that he will. getting through. A boy that is starving to | Fryed, Franz Schwab, Ferdinand Schiller, | their relatives might learn of their safe arrival 

growing each day more indignant at the If, however, you keep in mind the fact | death don’t give a durn for elevating con- | Johann von Schrimpf; First Lieutenant Ernst | at Tschidda. 

manner in which it is being deceived. that Kitchener and other authorities predict ' versation. ; (Judge.) ' Hofbauer, Eduard Staschek, Franz Herget, Vienna, October 24th. _T. R. Willsson. 
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THE POSITION OF GERMANY AMONGST THE NATIONS OF THE WORLD : 
By HOUSTON STEWART CHAMBERLAIN. 

ej in i i imi - niisfortune could befall Ger- A friend, a German, evidently apprehensive, | What can a people accomplish if it ‘ieelf ia | void Hale aie te. lide of oo Geiger e both wap than t0 ee kale to be ruled again 
adometg — awe ee eneucee dete ae ne a? that trent movelseat They were not | sexes flock as to a theatre. All this, however, by Metternich principles. Let it not be 
aeee Oe § Vicarious Litany MANS poten Se 7a os +i d to balk members of Parliament but German men | is entirely foreign to the German character. | interposed that history knows but one Bis- the political ripeness which would ae - co evar ae = ae lawyers | who grasped the Emperor’s hand. As Ger- | The English Parliament, too, since the day | marck. Principles are powerful as soon as 
fo ., ae a i. rie of of ind ee oliticians shot this which it | man men they acted unerringly. But when | it ceased to be an assemblage of independent | they are clearly Tecognized and boldly 

ones es aca tis sedoce Seton does? not adesauesds only to split up in the | the Reichstag again meets, all the old | land on and _ of = a _ —— Beg Se esa —— | 
ye it Gi i i ; i ill i i be taken up again | order to become the prey of politi te y , to his own soul touches me deeply; it is so end into ee “ oo of which Lopepdens eee Eierythiig . ih | yes, insdiecs ee a rapid strides | those talented generals of whose existence thoroughly German. ui there are mee a is prenniiath ag yes, we may even | stagnate, suffocate, and all political life will | to its destruction. Still, noble traditions | as such no soul had ever divined, emerge 

Sliseute iach Poetic ewe - the say Siar nails great, is the German | once more resemble a vast ruin-strewn plain. | dating from oie old ee —_ sage apn’ Baie — = —— 

coming time of peace. At any rate, the | people as soon as the three above mentioned If Germany as a _ aagh — still — . pa oc uae ot | ler’ thie’. plinen, attbee, eek sou: autas ; 
question deserves an answer. Mine is to be | elements work in unison. We fortunate ones | attain results in keeping wi ie victor more, perhaps, ‘clidlag tadkic, U ahde ek Geeks. Thebans eld ae 
found in the following lines: are witnessing this again today! Faith sud- | she has won as a military power, there must | a dignity which the German Reichstag lacks. ae a obs a - A “) uae t i A e days to preserve | denly dawns, every hope, even the wildest, | be a thorough clearing out, and for the new No nation in the. world can approach wi he olc Si joo! oo} oP lomacy!”’ Arm It is not easy in thes ry: ae e canoe. for ave we not realizing as | requirements new forms and new methods | Germany in the number and variety of po- | with this strict diplomacy even, no Germany } calmness; to see, to judge, to speak, calmly. | seems j is ible is bei made | must be foundier suaeanee litical institutions. She certainly does not | could successfully cope with a Grey, aDelcassé, } And yet it is dangerous not to do so, for a ari 4a the impossible is being In very truth, all the mations of the earth | need to borrow a form of government from | an Iswolsky, and all the rest of them. 

ae Bei. : tesa Aceon orn eee A Glorious Prospect. are heartily sick of parliaments, sick of that | another couniry. ie ee 
The German dane are HG due, even in As in the army, so in works of peace, | most sacred universal suffrage, sick of those Feuice and: Ruta, — = a —. pati ie eee 

the first degree, to the much talked-of furor | there is nothing which Germany cannot | constantly gushing fopntains of oratory How lifeless is France with its one city rendered them incapable of being. led into 
teutonicus, ily. It is those decades of silent, | attain. And what a glorious prospect for the | beneath which the whole civilized world, over- where politicians, artists, scholars, cocottes, Sik toenaiiae . isi tas ocd aa he > 
faithful, Capinle well-directed labor, rather, | future of mankind, to have for example os — as by a modern flood, is hastening all live together in a heap surrounded by aes ees politica 2S Said. . Ge ; i ! et | to its doom, i rile poste ; ee | ig Waa pag a Senne oe pis ise lite ” Silence A strength. Ask Quartermaster ache ar as Shek “8 sly pe site ee Se - — From reliable sources I learn that the | confidence in this direction. The difference | General von Stein if I am not right. Talk- “agri desert” in every intellectual sense! nang coins es brated — oe - : 5 present plan of campaign, down to the | between warring Germany and_ political | ing weakens to the point of feebleness. | wot a shapeless, monstrous chaos Russia whi ee cae — - mae | 
smallest details, is the work of the e'der | Germany is so very nice! : That bs be the final outcome of our mod- presents, a conglomeration held together sud that she-thay wie. 1 tet ‘ws obtindeal 
Moltke; that he worked out the problem of Of the three factors which lend to warring | ern parliaments. by the law of inertia alone. What hacigselilee “ich “boat honk’ ‘delay "48 
war on two and also on three fronts. This | Germany her invincible strength, the middle If I am. asked what role the people 45°20). feeble. ideal in beautiful Austria, : nt sede an ae wi ae : lay 

preparatory work the General Staff, with | one at most makes itself felt in political | whole is to play in the dispensation of this | -.nented into a whole by loyalty to as Py ni ig wv intel , scien- | 
never-flagging industry, has retained in the | Germany. All honor to the Germany bureau- | new political whole, 1 would answer: PNG | Her aise of Hapsburg alone, in every other ee ae ~ a ee ee undertook 
present p'an, at the same time taking into | cracy! And yet, into what a rut of list- | people shall form the unconscious, all-nour- respect the component parts hostile to one = systema e ns oe of the world, 
account modern. methods of transportation— | lessness and joylessness even it has fallen) | ishing root-stock, a fortress of dormant | s other. And how has England degenerated wa ed Hale has “sd ei a Sis upon 
airships, automobiles--and modern weapons, | A bureaucracy like that of Germany, scienti- | strength, and as such will make good just | cince the sacrifice of its aristocratic, ancestral | What an incomparably higher plane! And 
thus aah cine upon the original plan, and fically and methodically capable of the | as it is now making. good in the German | |i ciples of government for the sake of gold! oe 2 Germany equipped for 
in addition to this, daily testing and main- | greatest achievements, lacks inward liberty | army. For no sooner is the people allowed Every single spot in Germany, on the other Is behoof! Nothing must be left to chance. 
taining a constant state of readiness. only in order to: perform its duties joyfully | to keep silence than its voice may be dis- | janq, is alive, because here the most varied eae a lofty — can be devised 

: Thus we have, in the first instance, the | and contentedly. This liberly can be con- | tincily heard. Nor does it speak in dialectics, | ji-torical traditions still live and give shape | 4" aes out a chosen few only. it 
act of the genius then the never-flagging, | ferred upon it only.by means of ingen- | but in phrases infinitely more exalted. to the present; because here alone the present | 'S # to believe : at = people can “carry 

} silent erformance. of duty on the part of | iously assigned problems, for the solving of Representation of People. has grown organically out of the past. For | 0% Polilics,” especially the ee! kind of poli- 
the ba At last only the really deciding | which every individual official must bring A monarch can be represented; a pro- | peaven’s sake, let there be no unifying and tics, of which Germany alone is capable, and ; 
factor enters the scheme, that which is, in | his entire personality to bear. fession, an occupation, can be represented. rendering uniform here. Germany is a — ns adapted to her alone. : ; 

| fact, the fundamental principle of the whole; Position of Official. A people cannot be represented, The people thoroughly organic whole simply because it an - — 5 etapa ase the 
the latent strength of the people, an ideally- The official, in order to accomplish great | why, it is nature itself, and a Herr Miller or | j. composed of parts. The German Empire |. : yet ways a certain group of men 
real greatness which combines within itself, | things, should find himself in times of peace | a Herr Meyer can no more “represent” it | of today is an entirely new creation in the | Who seize the Power and make use of it for 
as yet undivided, the spiritual glow of a | in an exalted position, similar to that of the | than he ‘can “represent? a mountain or a history of the world, For that reason it can, their own selfish interests, Germany ought 

kB highly a eleenial sense of perception with | officer in war time, borne aloft as on wings | forest. All that this so-called “representation and should, and must, and will, beget new not to become either an industrial, or a 
the silent devotion of those accustomed to | of genius, and carried from below by the | of the people” accomplishes is to destroy forms of political life (indeed, it has already oe or an agricultural state, She 
obey masses. To this end, however, new paths | the real power of the people and bring | gone so to some extent). Away with all must be governed by groups which belong 

The Three Factors. skillfally traced out by men of genius, must | about discord. It creates a constant rest- English and French prototypes! to no party and which have no private | Thus we see that a nation, in order to | be boldly and confidently entered upon. | lessness, hence anxiety; it gnaws at every pide rsa interests to further. Under these conditions 
achieve irue greatness, must possess three | New ideals are not to be attained in old | root-fiber which would have contributed to s es alone isan intellectual, scientific policy 
factors: steadfast solidarity of the people as | ways. The organization of the German | life. It rationalizes by its discussions, ‘and In a no less degree must political Germany possible. This may sound somewhat Utopian, 
a whole, a highly-gifted few, and the | army was an idea in the brains of a few | by its quarrels takes the life out of all great follow new lines in the ore conception of | but a mew era demands new methods, 
methodical training of many. Yet it is | men before, in the course of a century, it | projects devised by lofty minds. In addition | her relation to other states. Bismarck has ‘ The fact must not be overlooked that, even F evident that the mere presence of even these | became that which demands our astonished | to this it devours, like a monstrous dragon, | already pointed out the course to be pursued. | if Germany be victoriovs in Europe,_that—-—___ 

‘ forces will avail nothing if they do not | admiration today. And for the very reason | mountains of strength and oceans of time, | In place of conventional diplomacy he | does not mean an end of the struggle. There 
} work together in such a manner as to enable | that it was an idea, thousands have joyfully | all of which is an irretrievable loss to the | teaches the practice of statesmanship, a new, | are the populations of other continents to 

each one to fully assert itself. Here we | labored for its realization. national fife. thoroughly German ‘stalesmanship ; close- be considered. That one alone will be the 
have already placed our finger upon the The strength and vigor of the German The Most Intolerable. mouthed but no lying, shrewd but not | final victor who recognizes the problems as 
weak spot of modern political Germany. people should not be parodied in the in- Yet it is significant, and it is a good sign, Machiavellian, courageous even to rashness, clearly as Moltke recognized the possible } To a degree unequalled by any other | sufferably trivial form of the German Reichs- | if we are obliged to confess that, of all the | yet in truth just as Be and politic as | military situations and who, like the German 
country in the world, Germany possesses | tag. What a comedy upon the heroically | parliaments in the world, the German Reichs- | the German ee Staff's plan of campaign. General Staff, with full knowledge of condi- 
everything necessary to attain gigantic results | tragic events of the year 1914 was that | tag is the most intolerable. From this we After Bismarck’s regrettable and untimely tions, vigorously, faithfully and unerringly 
in this field as in others. But the parts do | Zabern debate, which preceded them, ending | gather how very un-German is this legacy retirement, however, Germany at once re- | carries out the plan already determined 
not work together. As a consequence there | with the disgraceful and at the same time | of the French Revolution. To be sure, the | lapsed into the old errors borrowed from upon—and that without being hampered by 
is much waste of strength, waste of time, | ridiculous want of confidence vote! Frenc': Chamber is also gradually bringing | abroad. The main truth that, if occasion any interference whatever on the part of waste of humanity. What had a Moltke | “But,” you object, “the Reichstag has be- | its country to ruin, but there is far more | demand, a Statesman can play the rote of | those loquacious petty lawyers who are at 
profited his country had he been allowed to , haved very well lately.” wit and entertainment in those halls than in | an excellent diplomat (witness Bismarck in | once the representatives and the tramplers 
vegetate in some provincial town as a! The German People. the German Reichstag. Tossing brilliant Petersburg and Paris), but that a cut and ' upon the rights of the people. 

: “shelved” general? It is thus that the best Ah, but it was not the Reichstag. It was | speeches back and forth like a glittering ball | dried dip!omat never has in him the stuff of A new era will bring new aims and new 
abilities of Germany are suffered to vegetate. the entire German people which, as one | well suits the French temperament, as does | 4 genuine statesman was disregarded. methods! 

LITER ATURE nations are permitted to have is as thickly | intercourse. But now that fragile tissue has | the age, they still exercise’ a wide-spread Those Juggernauts of our days, the 
clouded and colored by surmise, passion, int- | been rent asunder like a spider's web by a | suggestive force over average, lazy and | thunderous rotary presses, will roll over us 

| a erest and rumor as it was a hundred years | sword. The delicate veil of shifting tints | slavish minds, and an all-dominating one | and stamp their messages upon us as upon 
OUR THRALDOM TO NEWS. ago. In Germany, sundered more than all | and lights through which we saw a nebulous | over the mob-mind, or (since this compound | so much unresisting paper. Dust to dust. 

: The Fetters of the News Imp. other nations from direct contact with the | and unsteady mirage of life and the world | may be a contradiction in terms) the mob- ! The leaden types cry to leaden wits—the 
| Situation of the Nations. America | outside world, the news, strange to say, is | has vanished. passions. Nor does the infection and the | rivers of wood-pulp for which noble forests 

a and Its Newspapers. most authentic and reliable, or rather this is This condition is not so absolute in Amer- | influence cease here. In the absence of | fall, flow through our wooden skulls. To 
By R. L. Orchelle. not strange, for as the public is so are its | ica as in England. England, despite tele- | truth, the most deliberate and experienced revert to military figures, leaden slugs have 

If out of the welfer of this war any new | publications. grams from Paris, Copenhagen and Peters- | judgments waver and. make false moves in | slain many men, but leaden types many more. 
| liberty for man may be said to have been News has given way to rumor—in every | burg, has been made more insular than ever. | the universal murk. The blurred and rest- | The broadsides of iron wreak an instant 

won so far, it is the refreshing liberty from | land we behold the re-birth of that fantastic | As one Jong saturate with the medium of | less image of the world conjured tp day | havoc, but the havoc of broadsheets of paper 
the cackling gossip called general news. The | female. The tiny seeds she sows send forth | English news, I am amazed to see the | after day by the newspapers has fatally lamed | goes ruinously down the generations. 

| thunder of the guns has deafened us to the | monstrous shoots which develop into | American journals that reach mehere in Berlin | the fine faculties of discrimination and The News ‘Monétée i; 
| squeaks and shrieks of that all-too victorious | stupendous parasitic plants that spread into | devoting one-half of their front pages to the | meditation. It is like a bad cinematograph ‘ 
| voice. The clamorous cannons have destroyed | jungles of darkness and cover the continents. | baseball match between Philadelphia and | film to which we must supply meaning, The Germans may congratulate them- 
| at one blow supply and demand. They have | We need recall to a naive and gullible world | New York—the other half to the Great | voice and color. Onsikt may alter the | selves on having escaped the plague of a ¥ 

f broker our bondage to what we once thought | only the rumors of the Russians that passed | European War! Partisan politics still excite metaphor, it is like a rushing stream, a yellow press. Here and there a chauvinistic 
____s6 important and indispensable—the news of | through England—a monumental myth sup- | interest with us—though all Europe be torn muddy, shallow current. In order to see | voice may be raised in answer to the attack ——___—__. 

the world served up warm to us o’mornings | ported by the “indisputable evidence” of | asunder. If we could master the secret of | the face of Truth, we require the calmness | of the enemy, but in general the German 
and afternoons. scores of English people, high and low. contentment, we should be a happy people— | of the pool—calmness and depth. journals are conducted in a seemly and 

Our attention, to be sure, is focussed all All this bubble-blowing and breaking is | if happiness, after all, were the chief end in Dangers of Journalism. dignified manner. : Scholars and men of 
| the more fiercely and feverishly upon the | not without a wholesome effect upon man- | life—an amiable illusion to which the pre- The news-panderers cater to one of the | letters occupy the editorial chairs not politicians 
ie red-hot. centers of the war. But because | kind. It is an heroic cure through shock | amble of our Declaration of Independence most rooted but trivial of human instincts— | and business men. I know from personal 

most newspapers bring us no reports of | and disillusion. Civilization had builded itself | has beguiled us. curiosity. In order to cater to a higher form | experience that the present censorship of the 
events, important or trivial, in other regions | snug bomb-proof shelters—but the bombs Question of Happiness. of the same appetite, that is, the thirst for | German press is conducted on lines so broad 
of the world, are we to suppose that there | have won. The great issues of life and To quote that deep and dynamic spirit, | knowledge,—it is necessary that there be | and liberal in comparison with the French, ; 
are or have been none? Much that is of | death had beea cunningly and cheaply hidden | now so much misjudged and misunderstood, | something or someone higher in the function | English or Russian, that these would surely 
significance must have happened. But so | from our eyes. We could no longer hear | “the Man of IncorruptibleIntellectual Honesty,” | of the newspaper—not a panderer, but a | consider it as reckless. The difference is 
far as we are aware of these things, tele- | the striking of the great clock of Eternity for | __Frjedrich Nietzsche—what was it he said? prophet, not a reporter, but an interpreter. | that the German censorship is’ really’ one 
graphs and rotary presses might as well | the whirring of the wheels. In America we | Man does not desire happiness—only the | If the war have freed us from the ob- | for military purposes and seldom encroaches 

| never have been invented. What is im- | fancied ourselves civilized because we had | Englishman desires that.” Had he known | session of newspapers and the habit of news- | upon intellectual or personal prerogatives. 
| portant is that we recognize how little real | beguiled ourselves with a rank and peculiar | us better, that shot would have flown across | drunkenness, or if it presages a reform in | Even Germany’s enemies may speak or rave 

loss we have suffered through the loss of | optimism’ which was nothing more than an | the Atlantic as well. Man not desire hap- newspapers themselves—good fruit may yet | 'n their own organs in Germany—for’ the 
ordinary news. We no longer feel cheated | anodyne. The remorseless iron carapace worn | piness?. What, then, does he desire? Power grow from the blood-sodden earth. But al- | Daily Mail, The Matin, The Corriere della 
in not hearing of what is happening in | by our industrial civilization had by reaction | and the realization of his own significance. | ready we have been shaped to creatures | Sera and Novoye Vremia may be read in fi 
Oskosh, or the details of some cheap actress's | produced a sort of gaseous, sentimental soft- | 1f you doubt it go ask our multi-millionaires, | whose little lives are rounded by a remor- | every town. But I would warn you- against 

‘divorce suit, or what Senator Jim Jones | heartedness, and that by further reaction, a | our strugglers of ten thousand sorts,—ask | seless routine. Already we are so hardened, | attempting to read or attempting to buy a 
thinks of Senator Bill Smith. soft-headedness in all things remote from | any woman frank unto fearlessness, or | so poisoned by the virus of journalism and | German paper in London, Paris, Rome or 

In State of Siege. business. We had forgotten what it was “to | fearless unto frankness. a journalistic conception of human life and | Petersburg. 
The nations, in fact, are ina state of siege— | live dangerously”—a process that hardens the The newspapers had won a wide and in- | history that even the most stupendous | Whilst we curse war that has broken the 

cut off from all but military news—if the | moral fibre and frequently exalts it intoheroism. | sidious power {over our souls. They | horrors are powerless to drive us for long | lands and the lives of the peoples, let us 5 
thin, distorted trickle that reaches us may be The Mirage Vanishes. tyrannized our minds and usurped our judg- | from our follies and iniquities, our slavedom | bless the truce of the news-monster. The 
called by that name. They have been rudely But great shocks came upon us and the | ments. They censored our view of the | and our boredom. Be sure we shall return truce has restored for a- time the broken 
sundered from one another not only by the | yeil of complacency was rent—the San | world for us until neither world nor view | to our fodder, we democratic droves, for image of life and death, and set it once more 
soldiers but also by the censors. Iron barriers, | Francisco earthquake, the Titanic disaster | were any longer our own. They destroyed, | the machinery of the modern world is too | in the light and the shade so that each man j 
military, ‘racial and national, have been | and now, the concussion of the Great War. | they violated the magnificent neutrality of | strong for us—the manacles of our evil | may see for himself, even though the light 
erected, but journalistic and linguistic barriers | The fabric of the world was kept knit up by.| our minds. Though the war has ruthlessly | habits are too strong. The world’s work still | be the glare of battle-fires and the shadow 

| no less. Such war news as most belligerent | the myriad threads of international news and | exposed them as the most gigantic sham of | empties the reservoirs of the world’s will. that of universal mourning.
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